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U.S. Air Force Opens Lightweight UAV Turbine Engine
Competition
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ATLANTA – The U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory has announced the first-ever Air Force Prize, awarding $2
million for the first developer of a lightweight, turbine engine to power a Predator-class UAV.

Air Force Lt. Col. Aaron A. Tucker, program manager of the Air Force Prize, says now is the time for such a
competition because precision machinery “is now accessible to small and innovative teams and high-temperature
composites can be creatively employed in a lightweight engine.”

Tucker explained the rules and goals of the competition here May 5 at the annual conference of the largest robotics
industrial group, the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International. One requirement: the engine must be
a 100-bhp class turbine (75kW).

The competition starts immediately and has no completion deadline other than the expiration of the legislation
creating the prize program on Sept. 30, 2018. The winner will be the first team to meet all of the prize’s objectives,
including demonstrating twice the fuel efficiency of today’s small turbines and three times the power-to-weight ratio
of a typical piston engine. The Air Force is also looking for an engine that uses a commonly available fuel like Jet A
to simplify battlefield logistics. Complete information on the prize, its rules and requirements are available at
info@airforceprize.com.

Tucker says the competition does not have a specific UAV in mind but wants to stimulate innovation. It is not a
program of record, he says. The engine will not be flight tested in this competition and only has to perform on the
ground, including running 30 continuous minutes at maximum power setting and five continuous hours at 50% of
maximum power. The testing will be conducted at Wright-Paterson AFB, Ohio.
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